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Abstract: With the rapid pace of urban expansion, comprehensively understanding urban spatial
patterns, built environments, green-spaces distributions, demographic distributions, and economic
activities becomes more meaningful. Night Time Lights (NTL) images acquired through the
Operational Linescan System of the US Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP/OLS
NTL) have long been utilized to monitor urban areas and their expansion characteristics since this
system detects variation in NTL emissions. However, the pixel saturation phenomenon leads to a
serious limitation in mapping luminance variations in urban zones with nighttime illumination levels
that approach or exceed the pixel saturation limits of OLS sensors. Consequently, we propose an
NTL-based city index that utilizes the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
Land Surface Temperature (LST) and Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) images to regulate and
compensate for desaturation on NTL images acquired from corresponding urban areas. The regulated
results achieve good performance in differentiating central business districts (CBDs), airports, and
urban green spaces. Consequently, these derived imageries could effectively convey the structural
details of urban cores. In addition, compared with the Vegetation Adjusted NTL Urban Index
(VANUI), LST-and-EVI-regulated-NTL-city index (LERNCI) reveals superior capability in delineating
the spatial structures of selected metropolis areas across the world, especially in the large cities of
developing countries. The currently available results indicate that LERNCI corresponds better to city
spatial patterns. Moreover, LERNCI displays a remarkably better “goodness-of-fit” correspondence
with both the Version 1 Nighttime Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite Day/Night Band
Composite (NPP/VIIRS DNB) data and the WorldPop population-density data compared with the
VANUI imageries. Thus, LERNCI can act as a helpful indicator for differentiating and classifying
regional economic activities, population aggregations, and energy-consumption and city-expansion
patterns. LERNCI can also serve as a valuable auxiliary reference for decision-making processes that
concern subjects such as urban planning and easing the central functions of metropolis.

Keywords: LERNCI; vegetation coverage; land surface temperature (LST); urban pattern; DMSP/
OLS NTL; NPP/VIIRS DNB; WorldPop
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1. Introduction

As locations where modern industries and populations aggregate, cities are not only one of the
key products of human civilization engaged in the process of changing the natural environment, but
also the focus of numerous environmental regulation and protection mechanisms. When the natural
landscape becomes a largely water-impervious surface because of the impact of human activities,
it gradually but significantly influences local vegetation distribution patterns, which then leads to local,
and eventually regional, climate changes [1]. As a result, there exist distinct differences between the
internal patterns and natural properties of urban and rural areas [2]. With the development of remote
sensing techniques, numerous studies have been made to document land-use and land-cover change
(LUCC) [3]. However, there is not enough discussion devoted to the spatial patterns of cities around
the world [4]. Therefore, there remains a pressing need to have the ability to consistently compare city
patterns of both developed and developing countries and within various climate zones.

The Operational Linescan System of the US Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP/OLS)
Night Time Lights (NTL) data consists of NTL images which could be used to express local light
intensities and delineate urban patterns. However, NTL images obtained from relatively brightly
lit urban locations commonly suffer from pixel saturation because of the limitations of the OLS
sensors, which were not specifically designed for imaging urban areas. To overcome the inherent
limitations of the OLS sensors, several studies were made to find possible solutions for calibrating
and obtaining information from saturated DMSP/OLS NTL data. Letu et al. [5] came up with a
cubic-regression equation using non-saturated pixels to rectify the light-intensity values obtained
from the saturated pixels, but this method only acted on the administrative region rather than at
the pixel level. Letu et al. [6] later developed a pixel-scale model that utilizes non-saturated stable
light images from 1999 and radiance calibration images from 1996 to 1997 to effectively increase the
variation ranges of saturated pixels. While the correlation between the 1999 NTL data to current
ones would continually degrade as time passes and urban patterns change, Ziskin et al. [7] added
non-saturated NTL images with low gain settings to images with high gain settings to produce a
zero-saturation product. Ziskin’s computationally intensive approach is largely inappropriate for
individual researchers. Zhuo et al. [8] constructed an Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)-based NTL
desaturation method to amend pixel-saturated areas based on the anti-atmospheric interference and
saturation-resistant characteristics of the EVI. Although this method can be easily implemented, its
reliance on only a single parameter (vegetation cover) can limit its effectiveness. The results of these
previous attempts at dealing with the pixel-saturation issue seem to point to the need to construct a
combined vegetation-and-human-activity-based city index for adequately resolving urban-core patterns.

Many studies have shown that temperature variation signatures of impervious surfaces can
substantially differ from those of surfaces covered with vegetation. Chen et al. [9] used temperature
variations to analyze the relationship between the urban heat-island effect and land-use changes within
the Pearl River Delta Urban Agglomeration. Dousset et al. [10] analyzed the correlation between urban
surface temperatures and land cover. Their results showed that in the business and industrial districts,
the heat-island effect could result in local temperatures being 7 ◦C higher than those in other areas.
Li et al. [11] demonstrated that the Land Surface Temperature (LST) is a vital parameter in the physics
of land-surface processes at local scales.

The aim of this paper is to put forward an LST indicator from the perspective of the urban heat
island effect combined with the EVI to build a new, more robust, more widely applicable urban core pattern
index. This index is composed of both artificial and natural factors, and it can be used to address the NTL
pixel-saturation problem by increasing the effective dynamic range of measurable light intensities.

2. Data Resources

2.1. Night Time Lights (NTL) Data

The United States DMSP launched polar-orbiting satellites into sun-synchronous orbits of about
830 km altitude [12]. These satellites go on daily 12-h observation periods for obtaining global cloud
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distribution and cloud-top temperature data and are capable of using moonlight to acquire visible-light
images at night since 1965. As one of the primary sensors, the OLS acquired year-round stable
NTL imagery with an original spatial resolution of 30 arc-second. These stable NTL imageries were
extensively used to monitor time-serial changes in visible-light emissions of urban areas, to estimate
the degrees of social and economic developments of communities, to study and monitor volcanic
eruptions, etc. [13–17]. However, because of the limited range of the sensor sensitivity of the OLS,
the occurrence of pixel saturation in imageries from urban cores makes it difficult to identify and
differentiate various types and degrees of socio-economic activities, states, and changes taking place
within different parts of cities [18–20]. Thus, a requirement exists for a model that could readily and
comprehensively resolve the various spatial features of city areas. Taking 2013 as the time node,
we utilized average visible, stable lights, and cloud free coverage F18 2013 NTL composite data as
correction object. Downloaded from the NOAA National Geophysical Data Center, the data was
re-projected to Albers Equal-Area Conical projection and simultaneously resampled at 1-km spatial
resolution using the nearest-neighbor resampling method.

The Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP) Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (VIIRS) set up by The Earth Observations Group (EOG) is a scanning imaging radiometer that
could collect images of land, clouds, ice, and oceans in the visible and infrared radiation bands.
Among the large collection of image datasets, a type of NTL data, designated as Version 1 Nighttime
VIIRS Day/Night Band Composites (NPP/VIIRS DNB), can provide supplementary information that
can be compared with the saturated DMSP/OLS NTL data. The NPP/VIIRS DNB imageries have
improved temporal (monthly vs. yearly availability) and spatial (15 arc-second vs. 30 arc-second,
400 m at subastral points) resolutions compared with those of DMSP/OLS NTL. The NPP/VIIRS
DNB Cloud Free Composites 2013 monthly data were employed for validating the accuracy of
LST-and-EVI-regulated-NTL-city index (LERNCI). An annual NPP/VIIRS DNB dataset was derived
from averaged monthly values from January to December. NPP/VIIRS DNB imageries have not
excluded temporal lights from other sources such as fires, volcanic emissions, auroras, etc, and
abnormal negative values have been detected in these images. Hence, the quality of the NPP/VIIRS
DNB datasets for the selected sample area(s) was checked before these imageries were incorporated
into this study [21].

2.2. Auxiliary Data

The Earth Observation System (EOS), initiated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), is an integrated system consisting mainly of a series of low-earth-orbit satellites programmed
to continuously observe and record natural earth processes. The Moderate-resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is a primary sensor aboard the Terra and Aqua series of satellites. MODIS
sensors can take measurements in 36 discrete spectral bands with spectral band widths ranging from
0.4 µm to 14.4 µm. MODIS has spatial resolutions of 250 m, 500 m, and 1000 m. MODIS can obtain
global observation data on a daily or two-day basis. MODIS provided continuous spatial-temporal
LST and EVI datasets for this study.

MOD11A2 eight days synthesized 1-km-resolution LST Day-and-Night data and 1-km-resolution
MOD13A3 monthly EVI and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) band data were acquired
from the Terra platform. To maintain the stability of the data, we calculated the 2013 annual weighted
mean instead of emphasizing extreme values. In addition, as light diffraction made the city regional
water body also get NTL value, which could be treated as background noise, MOD44W 250-m
land-water mask image was used to remove water body pixels as their specific albedo in near infrared
and red band lead to negative EVI values.

We obtained the Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) data from NASA and the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), and the Landsat 8 OLI data with 30-m spatial resolution and 11 bands was
used here as a reference to validate the capability of the EVI and LST regulated city index in expressing
internal structure of cities such as the central business districts, airports, and urban green spaces.
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Considering that the saturated DMSP/OLS region is highly related to human productive activities
as well as to population aggregation, a kind of population density data set called WorldPop was
introduced here to carry out correlation analyses between different index adjusted city indices
and population density. WorldPop is an open-access archive of global-scale spatial demographic
distributions taken at five-year intervals beginning in 2010. There are two main mapping methods in
WorldPop: random forest regression tree and land-cover based. The former has significantly improved
output accuracy more than the latter [22,23]. In addition, WorldPop population estimates at a spatial
resolution of approximately 100 m.

3. Methods

3.1. Vegetation Adjusted NTL Urban Index

Pozzi and Small [24] showed that there was a significant negative correlation between vegetation
density and urban centrality. Within a certain range, vegetation abundance declines toward the
center of the impervious surface area (ISA) of a city. Based on this observation, Zhang [25] proposed
the VANUI. The VANUI used the NDVI to increase the internal differences in the saturation region
(Equation (1)).

VANUI = (1.0 − NDVI) × NTL (1)

However, this method only considered a physical geographic indicator, namely the spatial
distribution difference of vegetation in the process of construction, ignoring the impact of artificial
factors in the evolution of the internal structures of cities. The method performed satisfactorily in
reducing saturation on images of highly stable urban areas in developed countries, but was unable
to provide sufficient contrast among pixel values from saturated portions of images of cities (such as
Beijing and Shanghai) that have recently been undergoing rapid changes in patterns of vegetation
cover. In addition, other studies have shown that when the NDVI is higher than 0.7, the area could
be treated as a zone with a dense vegetation cover [26–28]. It became evident that a region with
NDVI higher than 0.7 could hardly be classifiable as an urban district or even a peri-urban area. As a
result, the value of 1.0 in Equation (1) cannot be assumed and the corresponding VANUI values were
disproportionally larger than the actual conditions on the ground as an NDVI value of 1.0 corresponds
to super-vegetation areas, which are normally located far from any urban area.

3.2. LST- and EVI-Regulated NTL City Index

Taking into account the advantages of EVI in decreasing interference arising from the ground
and atmospheric particles, EVI has some advantages compared to NDVI. EVI is less susceptible to
saturation by reflected green-colored radiation than NDVI.

As one of the main products of human civilization, an urbanized area has its own distinct properties
compared with those of a natural area. There are a large number of artificial structures (such as concrete
and asphalt pavements and various building walls), but there are few patches of vegetation in the
urban core; thus altering the underlying surface thermodynamic properties. Artificial structures have
smaller specific heat capacities compared with surfaces overlaid by natural structures such as green
spaces, soils, water bodies, etc. Consequently, urban-core LSTs are usually significantly higher than
those of the natural underlying surfaces given the same solar-radiation conditions. Consequently, LST
is commonly used to study the urban-heat-island effect. Experimental results indicate that properties
of impervious surfaces have a close relation with both LST and vegetation cover [29–31]. By extension,
results of correlation analyses reveal that city center degrees tend to be positively correlated with LST
and negatively correlated with EVI [32]. Thus, we propose an index incorporating both EVI and LST
to regulate images of NTL- saturated urban areas.

LERNCI is defined as:
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LERNCI = NOR(
(

LST
LSTAVGs

+
EVIAVGs

EVI

)
× NTL) (2)

where LST, EVI, NTL stand for the corresponding values of pixels to be corrected, respectively.
LSTAVGs, EVIAVGs are average values of all the saturated NTL pixels in the specific regions that
represent the mean averages of LSTs and EVIs of the saturated pixels. Parameters and final results are
normalized to a range of [0, 1.0] in order to conveniently carry out consistency comparisons.

The LERNCI is based on the assumption that the NTL images are positively related to LSTs and
negatively related to EVIs [8–11]. Here, LERNCI is proposed based on the common observation that,
as a result of high population densities, levels of human activities, and numbers of artificial structures,
the closer to the city center an area is, the higher the LST. Furthermore, it can be readily observed
that the amount of vegetation cover decreases as both the impervious surface construction and urban
population growth increase. We expect that LERNCI could act on the saturated area of the city center
and effectively distinguish the saturated and peri-saturated regions of urban spatial patterns and
provide details of changed regions across the globe.

3.3. Validation Methodology

The results are validated and verified in four stages.

(1) The Landsat 8 OLI image data with a 30 m spatial resolution was compared separately with both
high and low LERNCI regional values in NTL-saturated city areas to validate the matching status
in different urban function areas.

(2) We selected typical NTL-saturated urban regions from countries in Asia, North America, Africa
and Europe and obtained the LERNCI and VANUI of each sample region. By doing so,
comparisons could possibly validate the saturation-lowering effect of LERNCI over regions
at different latitudes and climatic zones. Additionally, LERNCI could also be used to show
the increasing regional trends in the saturated domain of NTL-saturated urban cores, both in
developing and developed countries. In recent decades, metropolises in developing countries
have experienced significant changes in vegetation-cover patterns due to rapid economic
development. At the same time, large cities in developed countries have already gained long-term
stability of vegetation-cover patterns at NTL-saturated urban regions.

(3) The linear regression equations were established between LERNCI, VANUI and NPP/VIIRS DNB
data. Then, the correlation coefficients of LERNCI, VANUI and DNB data were calculated and compared
to validate the correspondence among LERNCI, VANUI, and NPP/VIIRS DNB datasets.

(4) Since nighttime luminance could mirror the spatial distribution of human productive activities
and aggregation, parameter-adjusted, non-saturated nighttime pixel values could also be
suggested to have a corresponding correlation with population density. A series of sample
pixels were randomly selected to evaluate the correspondence among LERNCI, VANUI, and
demographic distribution data from WorldPop which is an open-access archive of global-scale
spatial demographic distributions.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. LERNCI for Delineating the Internal Structures of Cities

LERNCI is proposed to be applicable for distinguishing light-intensity differences in urban-core
areas and, consequently, for improving image-element resolution in NTL-saturated regions to allow
the identification of urban-core structures. Beijing and New York City were selected to validate the
effectiveness of LERNCI. As the capital of China, Beijing is one of the biggest cities in the world that
has gone through rapid growth and significant changes in urban patterns during the previous three
decades. New York City is a typical highly developed city with a relatively stable spatial pattern that
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has lasted for decades. These two selected cities could, to some extent, represent the metropolitan
characteristics and scales found in developing and developed countries, respectively.

Figures 1 and 2 present both the original NTL images and the results of LERNCI obtained for both
Beijing and New York City. Three sample areas in each city were then selected and their outlines were
drawn to differentiate their lineaments. It needs to be emphasized that the lineaments were created
based on the results of LERNCI rather than using the Landsat 8 images as reference. Also, in order
to select images with as little cloud coverage (CC) as possible during vegetation-growing season, we
chose Landsat 8 images of Beijing and New York on 12 May 2013 and 15 September 2013 separately, and
employed false-color composite images by combining images obtained from the NIR (near infrared),
red, and green wavelength bands. In Figure 1a, we chose three areas in Beijing where the LERNCIs of
pixels were remarkably higher or lower than those of the surrounding regions, but the pixel values in
these areas in the original NTL images were all high (saturated) and it was difficult to discriminate
between them. These areas were separately labeled as A, B, C. Then, ranges were compared with
those from corresponding Landsat 8 images and it was discovered that there existed comparatively
high consistencies in the scaled-out ranges for A, B, C, the Central Business District (CBD) around the
Forbidden City, Beijing International Airport, and the Beijing Olympic Forest Park. Similarly, three
areas that stand out from the surrounding regions were selected in New York City and labeled as A, B,
and C. The matching results in Landsat 8 imageries showed a relatively close correlation between the
lined-out dissimilar LERNCI ranges and the ranges obtained at the Newark Airport, Brooklyn Central
blocks, and at an area consisting of the High Land Park, the St. John Cemetery and the Lutheran
All Faiths Cemetery, respectively. Figures 1 and 2 indicate that the polygon regions marked out by
referring to LERNCI did not precisely correspond with the shapes of the target features. This situation
resulted from the common existence of mixed pixels in the border regions of the target features, which
resulted in LERNCI variability for these boundary pixels.
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Figure 1. Raw Night Time Lights (NTL) image (a) and Land Surface Temperature (LST)-and-
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI)-regulated-NTL-city index (LERNCI) result (b) of Beijing and 

Figure 1. Raw Night Time Lights (NTL) image (a) and Land Surface Temperature (LST)-and-Enhanced
Vegetation Index (EVI)-regulated-NTL-city index (LERNCI) result (b) of Beijing and corresponding
Landsat 8 images with black boundary polygons. (c): A, Central business district (CBD) around the
Forbidden City; (d): B, Beijing International Airport; (e): C, Beijing Olympic Forest Park.
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Figure 2. Raw NTL image (a) and LERNCI result (b) of New York and corresponding Landsat 8 with
black boundary polygons. (c): A, Newark airport; (d): B, Brooklyn central blocks; (e): C, combination
of High Land Park, the St John Cemetery and the Lutheran All Faiths Cemetery.

4.2. Visual Comparison of NTL, VANUI and LERNCI

Because of the common occurrence of large-area saturation in conurbation core areas, it becomes
difficult to distinguish the inner spatial structures and functional subzones of a certain city. Thus,
adjustment by correlated remote sensing data is an essential prerequisite for decreasing the sizes of
saturated regions as well as increasing spatial differentiation. Here we chose ten large cities across
the world to compare and analyze their different performances in expressing inter-urban variations
(Figures 3 and 4). Five metropolises selected from developing countries include Beijing, Seoul, New
Delhi, Mexico City, and Lagos, respectively belonging to China, South Korea, India, Mexico and
Nigeria. Correspondingly, the other five examples which stand for typical stable post-industrial cities
are New York City, NY, USA; Tokyo, Japan; London, UK; Moscow, Russia; and Los Angeles, CA, USA.

Apparently, raw images could barely provide any information about interior details and
land-cover changes for all of the samples. Both LERNCI and VANUI can, to some degree, reflect spatial
varieties, especially for green/vegetation-rich areas, business districts and built environments within
a city. Nevertheless, it is commonly suggested that, although there could have been large coverage
of built-up urban areas and CBDs, these regions can be divided into different levels that indicate
corresponding degrees of centrality for a particular area; or instance, town center, peri-urban core,
auxiliary city center, and conurbation core areas. Overall, VANUI can make a clear distinction between
built-up environments and green zones, and could efficiently show impervious-surface extents within
inner urban areas in samples from highly developed countries such as New York City, London, and
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Moscow. However, VANUI performs less satisfactorily when recognizing the hierarchies of peri-urban
and urban-center degrees in all the other samples, especially in the mega cities of developing countries
as there are many areas of similar high values represented in the city regions by orange and red colors.
In contrast, LERNCI could legibly and effectively use remarkably different values to elucidate the
variability of constructed areas such as those in Beijing, New Delhi, Mexico City, and Tokyo.

As a general rule, urbanization results in biotic homogenization [33] and the whole area of a city
becomes confined within a single climate zone. However, even though EVIs could be identical within a
certain region inside an urban area, LST may not respond equally since artificial elements such as local
population densities, construction densities, percentages of impervious surfaces, amounts of electricity
consumption, etc. could influence zone temperatures. These elements could also contribute to the
urban-heat-island effect, which means the area could get warmer because of the higher concentration
of artificial elements and in spite of the existence of a constant vegetation index, and this indicator
derived from the ISA always is highly correlatable with the degree of closeness to the regional center.
Thus, the change of LST would deeply influence LERNCI value while VANUI does not take this
indicator into consideration [34–37].
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4.3. Correlation Analysis with NPP/VIIRS DNB Dataset

NASA set up the NPP in 2011 to monitor both the environment and the atmosphere of the earth
and continue global environmental observations. One data product, the NPP/VIIRS DNB, solves the
problem of NTL saturation and further enhances spatial resolution to 400 m along the subastral point.
Considering that version 1 NPP/VIIRS DNB data has not filtered out random temporal light noise and
this paper is mainly devoted to studying the quantification of a regional city index, NPP/VIIRS DNB
is treated as an evaluating indicator here.

We selected Beijing and Lagos as the sample of developing countries and Tokyo as the sample
of developed countries individually and Delhi, Seoul as the developing city samples of torrid zone.
Then 1000 random points were produced from corresponding areas to validate their correlation
with NPP/VIIRS DNB data. Beijing has a typical continental-temperate-monsoon climate with four
distinctive seasons. Its annual average temperature is around 10 to 12 degrees centigrade and its
mean annual precipitation is about 600 mm. Tokyo, accompanied by distinct and moderate seasons,
belongs to the oceanic-temperate-monsoon climate zone. There is an annual average precipitation of
about 1800 mm in Tokyo, which is three times that of Beijing. Lagos belongs to the tropical-savanna
climate and has an annual average temperature of 26 to 27 degrees centigrade. Its rainy season lasts
for 7 months from April onwards, and the dry season lasts for 5 months, from November to March.
New Delhi has a tropical-monsoon climate with warm, dry winters (mean temperature is about
14 degrees centigrade) and hot, rainy summers (mean temperature is about 38 degrees centigrade).
Although Seoul also belongs to the continental-monsoon climate with an annual mean temperature of
11.8 degrees centigrade, its climate is more oceanic as South Korea is surrounded by seas on three sides
and is characterized by a narrower annual temperature range and greater amounts of precipitation
than that in Beijing.

Figure 5 demonstrates a scatterplot as well as a regression line of LERNCI and VANUI against
NPP/VIIRS DNB. Randomly generated points (1000 in number) were located within each city core
area domain of Figure 4. NPP/VIIRS DNB images have been re-sampled to 1-km spatial resolution to
maintain consistent spatial resolution. For the sake of sufficient representative power for the total data
set and the avoidance of repetition, the minimum distance between any two random points is set to
1 km. The values of VANUI can obviously be larger than those of LERNCI, in general. This indicates
again that the value of 1.0 in Equation (1) was not reasonable; therefore, the VANUI value was
obviously larger than the actual value as an NDVI value of 1.0 corresponds to super-vegetation areas
that would be located far from any urban or peri-urban area. Moreover, it seemed that the two groups
of scatterplots (blue and red) had similar shapes. Nevertheless, the R2 between the VANUI and
NPP/VIIRS DNB was 0.76 in Beijing, 0.77 in Lagos, 0.84 in Tokyo, 0.89 in New Delhi, and 0.83 in Seoul,
less than the R2 between LERNCI and NPP/VIIRS DNB.

The WorldPop project was initiated in 2013 and is composed of AfriPop, AsiaPop, and AmeriPop.
This project provides open-access population distribution datasets using transparent mapping
approaches to measure and predict population variations. While nighttime luminance could not
directly indicate local population densities, previous researches suggested that it has a close relation to
the spatial distribution of human productive activities and aggregation in urban regions, which
means parameter-adjusted, non-saturated NTLs could also have a correlative association with
population density [38–42]. Beijing, Lagos, Tokyo, New Delhi, and Seoul were selected for comparison
of LERNCI to VANUI in expressing spatial demographic distributions in city areas. Since the
WorldPop datasets include data starting from 2010 and have a temporal resolution of 5 years, the
2015 demographic-distribution data collection was chosen to validate the correlation. It is necessary
to note that the mapping approach for Beijing (Figure 6a), Lagos (Figure 6b), and Seoul (Figure 6e)
was random-forest based; and that for Tokyo (Figure 6c) and New Delhi (Figure 6d) it was land-cover
based. WorldPop data was re-sampled to 1-km resolution before being randomly selected. Then we
regressed LERNCI on Population Density and VANUI on Population Density individually. Equally,
it seemed that the two groups of scatterplots (blue and red) had similar shapes; and values of VANUI
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(blue) are higher than those of LERNCI (red). Still, coefficient of determination results stated clearly
that Population Density and LERNCI always had a relatively higher R2 of 0.72 in Beijing, 0.68 in Lagos,
0.66 in Tokyo, 0.39 in New Delhi, and 0.47 in Seoul. In contrast, the R2 for Population Density and
VANUI were merely 0.58 in Beijing, 0.67 in Lagos, 0.65 in Tokyo, 0.33 in New Delhi, and 0.42 in Seoul.
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5. Discussion

In this study, we proposed an index to regulate saturated DMSP/OLS NTL data using vegetation
cover and urban temperatures via MODIS EVI and LST datasets. Ten cities were selected around the
world from NTL-saturated regions (Figure 3) to validate the performance of LERNCI in delineating
the inner structures of urban areas. LERNCI could subsequently convey the distribution patterns of
urban impervious surface areas and, to some extent, characterize local population aggregation trends.
The LERNCI addresses the NTL-saturation problem in urban-core areas with a high degree of accuracy
and can become a valuable tool for urban internal differentiation.

Regulated by EVI and LST, LERNCI can effectively express spatial differences that are correlatable
to vegetation structure and LST in NTL-saturated urban-core areas. Previous studies showed that
human activities become more concentrated as the distance gets closer to the city center, which means
higher demographic densities, higher ratios of impervious surface areas, lower ratios of vegetation
cover and correspondingly more pronounced urban-heat-island effects in urban core areas [43–45].
In addition, in consideration of regional specific vegetational zonality structure and underlying
surface features, we proposed LERNCI (Equation (2)) with combination of EVI and LST to regulate
NTL-saturated urban area images. As a result, we could easily identify central CBDs, airports, green
zones, and cemeteries from high and low LERNCI values inside NTL peri-saturated and saturated
city areas. In addition, when compared to VANUI [25], which is only adjusted by NDVI, LERNCI
improves the capability in appropriately outlining urban inner structures with significant applications,
especially in developing countries with unstable regional vegetation patterns. Moreover, LERNCI
shows a more prominent relevance to both NPP/VIIRS DNB data sets and Population Density data
collection from WorldPop. R2 between LERNCI and NPP/VIIRS DNB was 0.81 in Beijing, 0.78 in Lagos,
0.85 in Tokyo, 0.89 in New Delhi, and 0.85 in Seoul, which is superior than the R2 between VANUI
and NPP/VIIRS DNB. Also, there was a closer logarithmic regression relationship between LERNCI
and population density. LERNCI had a relatively higher R2 of 0.72 in Beijing, 0.68 in Lagos, 0.66 in
Tokyo, 0.38 in New Delhi, and 0.47 in Seoul compared with the R2 for Population Density and VANUI,
which are 0.58 in Beijing, 0.67 in Lagos, 0.65 in Tokyo, 0.33 in New Delhi, and 0.42 in Seoul. Thus,
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it could also perform as a helpful reference data for acquiring comprehensive diversified urban-form
images. However, there are still some limitations in LERNCI because it is based on vegetation cover
and the urban-heat-island effect. It may, for example, not perform well in cities located in arid or
semi-arid climates with poor vegetation cover. Also, it can be difficult for LERNCI to work effectively
in cities with comparatively uniform population distributions and gradually changing urban core LSTs.
Moreover, there exist three special cases regarding NTL images. Firstly, fringe suburbs such as those in
Karamay, Tarim Basin oil-and-gas fields in northwest China and the oil-and-gas fields in the Congo,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon that often have fewer populated urban features but higher NTL intensities
that originate from oil-and-gas production facilities. Therefore, NTL pixel values could barely indicate
urban development levels under such circumstances. Also, compared to less-developed cities with high
luminance, deserted ghost towns, such as Erdos in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region of China,
have low-luminance massive built-up areas that are mostly uninhabited. As a result of the decline of
supporting industries, these ghost towns seem obscure at night. Finally, developed countries do not
constitute a homogeneous group with constantly high NTL-saturated signatures. For example, Nordic
countries such as Denmark, Finland, Sweden, and Norway that have extensive urban infrastructures,
frigid weathers, and sparse populations all have relatively low levels of NTL emissions.

This study has taken a step in the direction of describing the regional variation of saturated
DMSP/OLS NTL data. Given the connection between LERNCI and urban impervious surface areas,
population densities, rates of energy consumption, and ratios of urban greening, LERNCI can prove
useful for urban-pattern planning and for easing the central functions of metropolises.

6. Conclusions

Based on NDVI being negatively correlated with urban centrality, Zhang came up with a formula
(Equation (1)) called VANUI, which performs satisfactorily for decreasing saturation and increasing
inter-urban variation [25]. However, VANUI takes NDVI as the only reference to adjust for NTL
saturation, which ignores regional temperature increases that result from the urban-heat-island
effect, in turn brought about by impervious surface areas and high density buildings in favor of the
inherent predominant vegetation patterns. Furthermore, the value of 1.0 in Equation (1) presupposes a
maximum value of NDVI appropriate only for dense forests, which are likely located far away from
any ordinary urban or peri-urban area. Hence, it seems to have a poor performance in mapping urban
structures in developing countries with unstable vegetation distributions.

To overcome the shortcomings of VANUI and to address the DMSP/OLS NTL-saturation
phenomenon, we proposed a LERNCI on considering that the degree of proximity towards the
city center can have a positive correlation with temperature and negative correlation with vegetation
coverage. Compared with NDVI, EVI performs better against soil-noise interference and against
mid-visible-spectrum saturation. The validation results showed that we could rapidly identify
the positions and profiles of CBDs and urban green spaces by using LERNCI. LERNCI-adjusted
NTL images also gained superior discrimination of inner-city forms especially in samples from
developing countries than VANUI-corrected images. Further, the validation results reveal a closer
goodness-of-fit relationship with both NPP/VIIRS DNB data and WorldPop population density data
for LERNCI-enhanced images than for VANUI-enhanced images.

Though LERNCI can explicitly resolve variations of inner urban spaces, more indices such as
those for carbon dioxide emissions, industrial spatial-distribution structures, etc. are required to
acquire a more accurate city index in the future. Also, resolutions exceeding 1km could provide
finer details about urban forms. In addition, as regulated by EVI and LST, LERNCI may not perform
effectively in cities with sparse vegetation cover or in areas characterized with gradually increasing
urban-core LSTs. Thus, further research would be required for designing multi-parameter-regulated
NTL city indices that have finer urban center luminance-variation resolutions.
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